
 
This illustration shows a boy that has brown cloudy eyes with bags, navy blue hair, with a 

dark scar-like mouth. On the boy’s face, there are bloodstains and splatters on the bottom of the 
mouth and nose. The background has purple with black, white and dark blue string prints. I made 
this Illustration using a program using Ai Sketchbook. The purpose of this drawing was too 
focused on Japanese Urban legend Kuchisake-Onna aka Slit Mouth Women. I also used different 
anime shows that talked about other urban legends and pulled together different features and 
added them to this piece. For example, the eyes were inspired by Hinata from Naruto Episode 1. 
This helped me form other parts in this illustration like the hair, nose, and bags under the 
character’s eyes. This illustration displays social and personal issues. For instance, This shows a 
personal issue by the background and details. The background represents the thoughts of this 
character. The bloodstains and splatter represent the unseen and a gruesome story.  The eyes I 
see and the eyes you see are like to cloudy and bloodlust marbles.  



 
In this piece, This shows half of a Japanese Schoolgirl eat an eyeball in the 

mouth of a cannibal. I made this Illustration using a program using Ai Sketchbook. 
My intent in creating this was to learn more about animation and the Yami Kawaii 
fashion. My during my process I looked into the animation style and drawing of 
different artists that were already made. I a lot found on Instagram and found that 
most of the drawings that I saw were in pastel colors. This drawing shows social 
and personal issues. Though there are are many ways to interpret this drawing, A 
personal issue that is displayed here is that the half girl eating the eye doesn’t show 
any emotions. This may be because she’s eating, or she maybe she is eating 
herself, it’s even possible that some may argue that this character is being watched, 
so she doesn’t want to show her true feelings.  This drawing also shows a Social 
issue by its name and the humanistic tongue and teeth. Thought Yami kawaii 
doesn’t have to do with cannibalism I used the word by symbolizing a generational 
problem that I see is that, we have a hard time talking about what we are feeling 
and going through because it’s rude to talk with your mouth full. 
 


